EduPuzzles Crossword and Wordsearch Puzzles are e-Learning teaching support tools that combine the time tested features of conventional paper crossword and wordsearch puzzles with text, graphics, animation and audio to teach and review key words, phrases and concepts on-screen.

Crossword and Wordsearch Puzzles

Endorsements

“EduPuzzles are interactive, multimedia word puzzles. They feature rich graphics, colourful animation and are clear and easy-to-read. They provide an excellent, stimulating and fun way to consolidate important subject-specific vocabulary but can also be used as stimulus, reinforcement or assessment material. The puzzles are extremely easy to operate and appeal across a wide age-range. There is no need for high-level ICT skills to use the puzzles as the intuitive interface allows students of all abilities to quickly master the basics.”

Georgina Stein
Director of Client (C&IT) Research, Development and Publication, Canterbury Christ Church University College

“As part of an adult ESL course, we found the EduPuzzles a fun way to learn the meanings of words.”

Jaewon Lee
ESP Student, Tasmania

“The puzzles have bridged the generations, with grandparents who have lived through the war helping their grandchildren with the answers as the kids operate the puzzles. The puzzles are truly interactive… these puzzles are really cutting edge.”

Jo Hunt
Education Officer of the Imperial War Museum

“During my trial of the interactive crossword puzzles, it became clear they provide enormous potential for assisting students with learning problems.”

Jenny MacDonald
B Ed, GDSE, Educational Researcher, Tasmania

See EduPuzzles demonstrated at:

www.edupuzzles.com